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September came and, while the calendar changed, summer hardly ended. It was hot, and I was
home for much of the month to soak in that heat after a pleasant month of weather in India.
Speaking of India, I will be going back there soon for an adventure photographing in my favorite
part of India, the South. To whet your appetite for joining me on my photography workshop in
India, images from what is arguably my favorite country to photograph are interspersed
throughout this newsletter.

Speaking of travel photography, early in September I was in NYC at the B + H event space,
talking about the “Tools of Travel Photography” for a recorded talk which I encourage you to

look at.
I also was part of the dialogue of the on-line podcast, Around the Lens, which is a weekly
conversation about visual journalism. We were discussing “Photojournalism Under Attack”,
which is sadly an important issue these days.

My VERY short film, 59 Moroccan Seconds, was selected as an Official Selection of the 2018
SpinOff Film Festival in Cremona, Italy.
NEWS YOU CAN USE:
In mid-September, I spent four stimulating days at the Camden International Film Festival in
Maine. It was a lot of fun and an extraordinary opportunity to learn about documentary film
making. I have to push myself to do more socializing at group events. Consequently, in
preparation for that, I read a great NY Times article titled, “How to Be Better at Parties”, and it
really helped!

POINTS OF PRIDE:
Former student Norm Diamond, is marking his first solo exhibition at Cumberland Gallery in
Nashville, Tennessee by showing work from his series, What Is Left Behind – Stories from Estate
Sales.

WORKSHOPS NEWS:
October 6th and 7th I will be leading my Light Studies Photography and Critiquing Weekend,
which is my short but sweet workshop built around Providence’s famed WaterFire, via the Rhode
Island Center for Photographic Arts.

October 10th - I will be giving a free presentation on Traveling to South India (and the Art of
One Bag Travel) at the Rhode Island Center For Photographic Arts.

October 30th - I will again be in NYC at the B + H event space, talking about Narrative Videos
for Storytelling Photographers (AKA Taking the Fear Out Of Video.) If you cannot attend,
remember you can watch it on-line.
February 4th to 19th of 2019 is when I will be in South India exploring and photographing the
Undiscovered India, the South, where fewer travelers venture.

April 14 to 25 of 2019 - I will be returning to Italy for the wonderful workshop, Sicily: A
Photography Journey on the Island of Light.
I hope you enjoyed my monthly newsletter. I welcome your feedback. If you know any
photographers who would be interested in getting these updates, please encourage them to sign
up for this newsletter.
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